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During recent years, graphene as a solid lubrication material have been thoroughly studied under nano
or micro scales, but rarely reported at industrial conditions. In present work, graphene films as solid
lubricant were prepared on the surface of 201 stainless steel substrates by pencil sketch. And then the
friction tests from 5 to 65 N were carried out via a homemade tribo-tester and used GCr15 balls
(ø ¼ 5 mm) as friction pairs. Not surprisingly, graphene films cannot bear the loads beyond 5 N, but
interestingly, via gradually increasing the loads, graphene films show prominent load performance and
steady state of friction coefficients at about 0.12 while the loads varied from 5 to 65 N. Compared with
bare steel, the coefficient of graphene films reduced by about 80%, and the wear volume reduced to 1/28
when variable load (from 5 N to 30 N) were applied. Raman spectra shown that the structure of graphene
had been changing into diamond-like carbon films with graphene distributed inside, which was
confirmed by HRTEM that graphenes were coming with amorphous carbon. Considering the roughness
of steel wafers (170 nm), one can speculate that, with graphene films' protection, the steel has no
abrasion but plastic deformation instead. It is concluded that the shearing force induced the film
densification via sp2 to sp3 changing that enforced cross-linking. This cross-linking carbon matrix was
responsible for high load bearing and the graphene exfoliated into graphene under shearing force
contribute to low steady-state friction. Benefiting from sketch, one can get a lubrication film on any
substrates with complex topography, our results shed light on the growth of graphene films for industrial
use.

© 2017 Elsevier Masson SAS. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Precisely, friction and wear happen between surfaces and in-
terfaces in relative motions. They are usually viewed as inevitable
and irreversible process when the machines are running, which is
regarded as one of threemain forms (wear, corrosion and breakage)
of the materials failure with energy dissipation (friction) and ma-
terial deterioration (wear) [1]. This process is accompanying by the
losses of material surface and change of parts size, which will
finally affect the life of the machines directly. Thus, the friction and
nal Laboratory, 1 Cyclotron

erved.
wear properties of materials are crucial for their applications.
Control friction, reduce wear and improve lubrication are urgent
demands to solve scientific and engineering problems. In most
cases, lubrication plays a significant role in reduce energy con-
sumption and prolong the life span of machines [2].

Two-dimensional materials, like graphite, graphene, molybde-
num disulfide and hexagonal boron nitride nanosheets are believed
prominent lubricious materials due to its low shear force between
layered structures [3e10]. Some of reports proved that these layer
stacked films showed supelubricity properties sometimes, butmost
of reports showed that high friction coefficient in the scope of
0.01e0.2 [3e14]. Among them, grahene and multilayer-graphene
are most prominent ones because of weak van der waals interac-
tion which is 52 ± 5 meV per atom [15e19]. This unique property
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makes graphene layers can slide freely over another. Since using
graphene as a solid lubrication has been studied for centuries.
Usually, graphene shows high friction in vaccum due to mill into
dust but low friction in oxygen, water vapor, and air environments,
owing to the absorption of molecules which significantly lowers
the cleavage energy [20,21]. Interestingly, Kumar showed that
graphene friction properties strong correlated with atmosphere
[22]. In Ar atmosphere, super-low friction is appear. However, in
oxygen or nitrogen, high friction is prominent due to presence
more dagling bonding [22]. Recent study proved that super-
lubricity could achive due to the incommensurate contact in
nanoscale [3e5,7,16.23]. But friction properties are more compli-
cate in macroscale because the frciton depends on the orietation of
graphene between interface [23]. Friction coefficients, tested on
paralle and pendicular, show a opposite trend to the friction
because that paralled graphene has lower dangling bonds than that
of which pendicular to substrates that holds a more high adhensive
effects [24]. As a result, the super-lubricity property always reffers
that phenomeno between two paralle graphene or graphite [3e5].
In the knowlege of the authors, graphene as a luburication is used
for years and some of articles have discussed the lubricity under
appearance based or at nanoscale, but it is obviously very difference
from industrial sacles that high load might destroy layered stacks.
Thus, how graphene reduces friction and wear remains uncertain
under high loads, In this article, our goals are aming to the possi-
bility of graphene films using under industrial condition and to
reveal the possible mechanism for lubrication and anti-wear under
high contact pressure.

Herein, inspired by pencil sketch which is employed by many
other artists, for example, portrait of Adolpyh Von Menzel, we
Fig. 1. A schematic representation of the pencil sketch process on stainless steel
substrate.

Fig. 2. (a) AFM image of 201 stainless steel and (b) HRTEM image of as
successfully prepared graphene films on the surfaces of stainless
steel substrates using a 2B pencil. The preparation process is shown
in Fig.1, which is awaywith flexible, environment friendly, efficient
and economy. Then, the tribological performances and the struc-
tural evolution of the resulted films were investigated by using the
variable load process, Raman spectroscope and high-resolution
transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM), etc. The results indi-
cate that the as-fabricated films possess excellent anti-friction and
wear-resistance performances. In addition, based on the charac-
terization results, possible mechanism for the enhanced anti-
friction and wear-resistance properties is also proposed. The
shearing force induced the film densification by promoting sp2 to
sp3 changing which enforced cross-linking. This cross-linking car-
bon matrix was responsible for high load bearing. Moreover, the
graphene exfoliated under shearing force contributes to the low
stead-state friction.

2. Experimental section

Prior to preparation, all stainless steel wafers were cleaned by
sonication for more than 30min in ethanol solution in an ultrasonic
bath to remove contaminants left from the sample preparation
steps, and subsequently blown dry with N2. After that, graphene
films were obtained by pencil (2B) sketch on stainless steel wafers
along the perpendicular to the direction of the texture of the wafer,
parallel to the direction of reciprocation.

The tribological experiments of the graphene films were con-
ducted on a multifunctional material surface performance tester
with a ball on disk contact geometry at room temperature
(25e28 �C) and relative humidity (RH) of 42e45% in ambient air.
During this course we chosen GCr15 balls (ø ¼ 5 mm) as the sta-
tionary upper counterparts. The friction tests were carried out
along the sketch direction, namely, perpendicular to the direction
of the texture of the wafer. Considering the binding force of the
sketched films with the substrate is relatively weak. At the begin-
ning applied a high load, as a result the films will be worn out soon.
To avoid the films being worn instantaneously, which requires an
ever-increasing load applied to form transfer films in the process of
friction. In this research, we chosen 5 N as initial normal load for
15 min for the densification of the films, then increased the load to
10 N in every 10 min, until increased the load to 65 N. Other test
parameters include sliding velocity (240 mm/min) and slide stroke
(5 mm). The COF was calculated by the formula as COF¼ F/L, where
F is the frictional force in N, L is the applied normal load in N. In
order to avoid the randomness of experiment results and make it
more convinced. All friction experiments were repeatedly per-
formed for more than three times under the same conditions.

After friction tests, Raman spectroscope (LABRAM HR 800 at a
-prepared films and corresponding Raman spectra (as inseted in).



Fig. 3. Friction coefficients of graphene films: (a) under variation loads from 5 to 30N and (b) under loads of 5, 10, 15, 20 N and variation loads 5e65 N.
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wavelength of 532 nm (2.3eV)) was applied to reveal the micro-
structure of the wear surface. The topographies of debris were
observed by HRTEM. The friction-load curves were recorded on a
multifunctional material surface performance tester (MFT-4000,
China), and the wear volumes were obtained by three-dimensional
surface profiler (MicroXAM-3D).
3. Results and disscussion

The 201 staless wafers (20 mm � 20 mm) are firstly undergo a
wiredrawing processing, and the roughness about 170 nm
confirmed by atomic force acoustic microscope (AFM) (Fig. 2a).
Then a 2B pencile was reciprocating sliding on steel surface in a
direction perpendicular to the wiredrawing grain that easier to
Fig. 4. The 2D cross-section surface profile (top row) and 3D scanning morp
grow graphene films. The debris of graphene after rubbing, tested
under HRTEM and Raman spectroscope, are shown in Fig. 2b. The
graphene films show a fine crystal structure under HRTEM, and
which is proved again by Raman spectra that an obvious G peak at
1581 cm�1 and a D band at 1349 cm�1 can be seen, of which are
attributed to in-plane bond stretching of aromatic carbons in the
graphitic structure (vibration modes E2g) and breathing mode with
A1g symmetry [25e29]. Besides the main peaks, there are five
satellite peaks at 1621, 2457, 2689, 2936, and 3247 cm�1. The
1621 cm�1 peak, usually reffered as D0 peak, can be observed from
defect graphite or graphene, originates from the LO phonons near
the G point [28e32]. 2457 cm�1 band are assigned the band as
“q ¼ 0” branch of double resonance Raman scattering [33,34],
2689 cm�1 band arises from 2D vibration, 2936 cm�1 comes from
hologies (bottom) of wear tracks under variable load 5e30 N condition.



Fig. 5. (a) Raman sectra of graphene film (0N) and friction trace of the graphene films
under different loads and (b) ID/IG values as a function of loads and the D and G peak
position.
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Dþ G(S) vibrationwhich is induced by twoTO phonons around the
K point and 3247 cm�1 peak arises from 2D' [25e34]. At this time
we belive that polycrystal are grown on 201 staless wafers.

Then the films were employed to do friction test under a
reciprocating friction testing machine. All the friction tests were
proceeding in a direction perpendicular to the wiredrawing grain
because that the graphene was easier push out of the contant
interface in paralled directions. In order to more detailed study of
the lubrication mechanism of the CNTs film, here, GCr15 balls
(F¼ 5mm)were employed as the friction pairs. Some of the results
are displayed in Fig. 3a. Not surprisingly, graphene films cannot
bear the loads beyond 5 N (Fig. 3b). It is easy to see that pencile
sketch is limited to densen films, and this will result in the
compaction degree of that the films is poor. In this case, if applying
a high initial load, the films will wear out soon, and the wear out
time is inversely proportional to the initial load (see olive, red, and
purple line of Fig. 3b). As we all know, when building a new road, a
road roller is usually used to compaction and flattened the road.
Inspired by a road roller, thus, in order to obtain the friction data
under high loads, and aiming to prolong the life and improve the
bearing capacity of the pencil sketch graphene films. Firstly, the
graphene films were harding under 5 N loads due to squeezed ef-
fects, and then increasing laods step by step to high load under a
loading speed of 5 N in every 10 min (see the step line in Fig. 3a and
b). In this variable loading process, the friction life of the films has
greatly improved, and the ultimate bearing capacity is up to 65 N. In
order to survey the effect of load on structure of these films when
the load less than 65 N, 0 N, 5 N, 5e15 N, 5e25 N, 5e35 N, 5e45 N
and 5e55 N experiments have been done separately. Then, wear
traces and debrises were observed via Raman and HRTEM,
respectively (discussion later).

Fig. 3a shows the friction curves of steel before and after sketch
graphene films under the variable loads (5e30 N) conditions. It is
clear that the bare stainless steel friction curve have two regimes,
running-in (I) and stable stage (II). In the running-in regime, fric-
tion cofficient tends to increase. The reasons may be that rough
surface hinder the fully contant with the ball at begining. However,
in stable stage the friction cofficient of bare steel substrate against
GCr15 ball as high as 0.65, and it remains unstable and fluctuate
seriously, especially under the high load, due to the strong
adhenssion effects. In contrast, for the graphene/steel, due to the
Van der Waals forces between the layers is low, a low and relatively
stable friction cofficient (~0.12) could be obtained, and more
importantly, the friction cofficient is immune to the change of load.
Here, we call such a variable load (from 5 to 65 N) friction process as
a steady process (Fig. 3b), and it is essential to mechanical equip-
ment work under the changing-condition for reducing friction and
extend the lifespan.

Wear resistance is another important manifestation of the per-
formance of solid films. To better understanding that, both 2D
cross-section surface profile (Fig. 4a and b) and 3D scanning mor-
phologies (Fig. 4c and d) of wear tracks under variable loads 5e30 N
conditions were measured. On bare steel substrates, the wear track
for bare steel substrate up to 0.56 mm and 1.05 mm in width and
depth, respectively (Fig. 4a and c), and the wear volume is
3.02 � 10�3 mm3. In contrast, however, the wear tracks for sketch
graphene films is shallower and narrower, about 0.25 mm and 0.13
mm in width and depth, respectively (Fig. 4b and d), and the wear
volume is 1.05 � 10�4 mm3, which only 1/28 of the values of the
bare steel substrate. Considering the roughness of steel wafers
(170 nm or 0.17 mm, comparable to the wear depth), one can
speculate that, with graphene films' protection, the steel has no
abrasion but plastic deformation instead. Namely, pencil sketch
films could reduce wear of the steel substrate significantly.

Until now, one can confirm that pencil sketch is an effective
solid lubricating films preparation method. But we still do not
know what happened in nanoscale. People can suppose that if the
graphene can be easy exfoliated which afford to the low friction, it
can not be sustaining for a long friction life at high load. To reveal
that, wear trace and debris were observed via Raman and HRTEM,
respectively.

Raman spectroscopy has historically played an important role in
the structural characterization of graphitic materials, in particular
providing valuable information about defects, stacking of the
graphite [35]. Fig. 5 shows the Raman spectra of the as-prepared
films as well as the wear traces after friction with different vari-
able loads in the wavelength range of 200e4000 cm�1. Through
comparing the Raman spectra under different variable loads, it is
obvious of that as-prepared films (0N) there is a D0 peak
(1620 cm�1), but disappeared after friction. To further investigate
the effect of loads on defects of these films, we employed Gauss
fitting to quantitative analysis the ID/IG (Fig. 6b) and peak shift
move (Inset). After friction test, the relative intensity of the D and G
peak weaken significantly due to the thining of graphene films. The
value of ID/IG decreases with red shift of G peak and blue shift of D
peak which indicate that the size of graphene decrease. And the
band between 3000 and 3500 cm�1 comes widen and tow peaks at
2457, and 3247 cm�1 are overlaped or disappeared due to the
reinforce of bands at 2689, 2936 cm�1 and new peak at 3200 cm�1

(Fig. 6). It seems that the bands at 2689, 2936 and 3200 cm�1 turn
up a strong relationship with the size of graphene (Fig. 6). To
further analysis, the bands between 3000 and 3500 cm�1 is fitted



Fig. 6. Raman Spectra of as-prepared graphene films (un one) and of wear traces after
friction (down one).
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with Lorentzian function. The results show that the peaks relative
intensity are unchanged with viration of loads. This results are
accordance well with the vary of the ID/IG values and D and G peaks
position. That is, the microstructure keeps the same beyond the
load of 5 N, i.e., after a load desification under 5 N, the graphene
films' structure very stabe under different loads friction process.

It is very interesting if one consider the change of friction co-
efficient that of which keeps constant and steady, and has nothing
to do with loads, which is a big difference from friction properties
under micro-loads [3]. Kumar et al. Reported that load dependent
nonlinear trend of friction coefficient was observed in graphene
when tested under ambient atmospheric conditions with ten's of
mN load and they stated that friction in grapheneis increases with
increase in loads due to lattice disordering [36]. and hexagonal
crystal trasition to orthromhombic phase has been confirmed [36].
The increase of friction coefficient has also reported on armorphous
carbon films, and is a norm [37e39].

To further reveal the structural evolution during the friction
process, HRTEM test was conducted for wear debris and the cor-
responding images (Fig. 7) show that after friction at 5 N,
Fig. 7. The FESEM (a) and HRTEM images (a1) of CNTs a
amorphous structure appears with graphenes (Fig. 7b), incontrast
with as-prepared films that only hexagonal grapheneare observed.
Even at high load of 55 N, still graphene mixed with amorphous
matrix can be seen (Fig. 7c), and the corresponding debris from
GCr15 ball show similar hybrid structure with the film of wear
trance (Fig. 7d). These results arewell agreewith the Raman results.
When take into account the structure influence, it obviously
conclude that our results are closer to neither grahite under micro-
loads conditions nor amorphous carbon fims under high loads
because that multicrystal graphene films in present work are un-
dergo high loads distinct from the friction test to graphene and are
very different from that amorphous carbon fims which has a
structure trasition during frition, but not happened in our work.
One can confirm that only a desification happen under 5 N in a
short friction and there is no obvious change beyond that which can
coclude from both HRTEM and Raman results.

Untill now, one can speculate that under short friction, the
graphene films structure come to a steady state which can toler-
ance 65 N reciprocating frictionwithout further structure changing.
Combined all resukts together, one can conclude that the shearing
force induced the film densification via sp2 to sp3 changing that
enforce cross-linking under 5 N short friction. This cross-linking
carbon matrix was responsible for high load bearing and the gra-
phene exfoliated into graphene under shearing force contribute to
low steady-state friction. The reasons why the coefficients not to
goes down to lower or super-low friction are that, firstly, the
roughness of the steel wafer is non-negligible though after friction
it is smoother, and secondly, the presence of amorphous matrix
hindered the slipping of graphite. On the other hand, the smooth
surface can not hinder the slippage which attribute to the fail of
lubricant on steel surface under 65 N.
4. Conclusion

Graphene films for solid lubricating can be obtained by pencil
sketch on a stainless steel wafers along the perpendicular to the
direction of the texture of the wafer. When applied variable load to
the pencil sketch graphene films, which presents low friction, low
wear, and the wear tracks are shallow and narrow, the curves of
nd FESEM micrograph of CNTs film as-prepared (b).
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friction remains stable, moreover, the lifespan and bearing capacity
greatly have improved, and the ultimate bearing of graphene films
is 65 N. It is commendable that the entire variable loads friction
process was a steady-state process. Many of the above phenomena
show that the pencil sketch graphene films have good lubricating
properties when they used as solid lubricant. Moreover, frictional
effect makes the orderliness of the graphene better. Namely, the
variable load friction process is a ordering process of the disordered
graphite. Benefit from sketch, one can get a lubrication film on any
substrates with complex topography, our results shed light on the
growth of graphene films for industrial use help understanding the
tribology of graphene under high loads.
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